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ABSTRACT 

Accurate cost predicting is important work of software engineering .producing software by algorithmic 

techniques which is one is (COCOMO) constructive cost model contains three forms namely basic, intermediate 

and detailed forms. Basic COCOMO is for quick and rough estimates. Effort in producing software, but its 

accuracy is limited due to loss of factors to account for difference between cost drivers. Intermediate COCOMO 

estimates project attributes into account and finally COCOMO detailed accounts for individual project phases 

used. in recent years latest techniques emerged by using intelligent techniques to solve and estimate the effort 

required  for produce software. in this paper different data mining techniques are used to estimate software cost 

and results of each technique are evaluated and compared. We show the comparative study of COCOMO model 

and data mining techniques 

1.0. INTRODUCTION:  software development is important activity and critical to produce quality software 

to meet users requirements. Software cost estimation method used for requirement effort has been a important 

task. Many algorithmic models emerged to meet requirement addressing  software cost estimation with 

COCOMO models along with AI techniques, new approach has been created for approximation and calibration 

new software in big companies[1]. This problem has direct relationship with success or failure in performed new 

projects. Boehm addressed software cost estimation problem in approach to improve accuracy. Researchers tried 

to get accurate software cost with data mining techniques such as multi-layer regression [MLR], Radial Basis 

Function [RBF] and ANN model for predicting software cost estimation with the help of fuzzy decision 

trees[FDT].[2.3.4.5.6.7.8] Fuzzy transformations of cost drivers contributed to improve the prediction process.  

To get better performance in software cost we tried with New fuzzy approach for software effort of the 

COCOMO using Gaussian membership function. This paper presented COCOMO algorithmic model, then 

explained the roles and application of these model in data mining techniques such as Linear Regression[LR] 

ANN, Support Vector Regression [SVR] and K-Nearest Neighbors[KNN] classifiers. Finally we compare 

outcomes of these with intermediate COCOMO  results  to provide actual and estimated efforts. 

2.0. ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE 

data set may be divided into two groups and testing for analysis, training set- 80% and testing set-20% for 

assessment and cost accuracy in performed by comparing accrual effort and estimated effort in order to compare 

MRE (Magnitude of relative error) 

    MRE=[Actual effort-estimated effort]*100 

       Actual effort 

 Below given models may be evaluated and compared it with MRE criterion. 
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3.0 DATA MINING FOR SOFTWARE COST: we address software cost estimation problem with use 

of data mining techniques and machine learning methods. from historical data  the former projects which will be 

used later[10,11].data mining techniques train and test data in order to output superior models. these techniques 

are include six steps as listed below:1.collecting pre-processing data. 2. Creating training data sets and test data 

sets.3.constructing data mining classifiers: it is composed of fpur methods that include LR ,ANN, SVR,and 

KNN. 4. Training these methods will be trained with intermediate COCOMO dataset.5.Testing these results are 

applied for testing new instances.6. Repetition of steps 4-5 until all the training and training sets has been 

processed. 

3.1.L.R. MODEL: Aim of our to compare the standard regression- based local calibration method generated 

through the data mining techniques.[9] apart from other benefits of the method is ability to present domains that 

evolve over time.LR or multiple LR (MLR) models can offer a resolution to the problem of software cost 

estimation. The aim of regression analysis is to express the dependent variable in the form of function   

variables’ .independent coefficients and error values[30].error values are random variables and it does not 

explain changes in the value of independent variables. Our target is to consider this architecture finding’s error 

values by adopting variables with these parameters, In MLR, presume that a data set has N perceptions where 

the response is effort p predicators .we use greedy method for selecting attributes in LR algorithm application 

for software cost estimation, by means of MRE in LR , the results of this method explained 

3.2. ANN MODEL: Artificial neural network model is one of architecture that is used in software cost 

estimation. For performing it, suggested different ANN are used. But this paper for calibrating data, we have 

built our model with new multi-layer perception in ANN. While pending for the Training action, the MLP 

network consecrates weights to the nodes to reach the best relevance between the training input and output 

values [12].the MLP network may be implemented through the process many times sets out weights to minimize 

the mean squared error. We have thrice layers which consist of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. There 

are 16 inputs may be used. We will be assigning 5 units for hidden layer and one unit from output layer to 

display output values.  

 

3.3. SVR MODEL: support vector machine may be used for regression.  Proposed theory is based on recent 

advances in statistical learning. it uses a hypothesis space of linear functions in a high dimensions space, trained 

with a learning algorithm from  optimizing theory and it implements a learning bias derived from statically 

learning theory[13]. For predicting software cost, SVR applies a liner model to implement non-leaner class 

borders. It maps nonlinear input vectors into a high dimensional attributes space to invent an optimal linear 

separating hyper plane or linear regression function. For cost estimation evaluation and comparison of training 

and testing data for accuracy  

3.4. KNN MODEL 

This is AI for cases classification. Appropriate value of K based on cross validation may be selected.[14].it can 

be distance weighting. Unlike other previous learning methods in this paper, KNN does not build model from 

the training data. Define K-Neighborhood P as K nearest neighbors of d. classification time is Linear set size for 

each test case .cross validation will be used to select the best k value.KNN classifier for prediction required 

effort.KNN search algorithm is linear NN search. 

 

 

4.0. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: it is widely permitted evaluation with AI techniques for software 

cost estimation and MRE among 53 NASA’s projects. These data mining techniques are trained and tested in 

WEKA data mining tools. The comparative study between the results of dataset applied in the LR, ANN, SVR, 

and KNN with intermediate COCOMO show that AI methods in many cases shown high efficiency in making 
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the suitable estimations of intermediate COCOMO method. results suggests that AI techniques, SVR model has 

less MRE than other AI techniques .reason for this result from training data, as a result of sing regression 

technique in the SVM model.LR method displays much MRE in several cases within COCMO model mainly 

SVR is best in training data with 95% correct prediction (fig no:1) indicates  that MRE is values in selected 

testing data. It is mainly correct in ANN model with 95% correct estimations comparison with COCOMO 

estimations. Table 1 shows accuracy in AI techniques. it include of LR, ANN, SVR ,and KNN estimation 

accuracy. Researches on AI techniques point than the predicted effort of software with AI models have more 

performance and accuracy of intermediate COCMO model in many training and testing instances. Error values 

that AI models in the local data are better answers in intermediate COCOMO. This leads to the fact in the local 

data, predicted effort has mainly been calibrated in data mining techniques .Researches on AI techniques 

estimated effort  of software with AI mode have more performance and accuracy Intermediate COCOMO model 

in many training and testing instances. Error values indicate that AI models in the local data are better answers 

in comparison with the intermediate COCOMO. This leads to the fact that in the local data, estimated effort has 

effectively been calibrated in data mining techniques. 

PREDICTION ACCURACY IN DATA MINING TECHNIQUES 

Data mining 

technique 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

Mean absolute 

error 

Root mean 

Squared error 

Relative 

absolute error 

Root relative 

error 

LR 99 39 81.1 8 11.4 

ANN 99 12 16.2 2.3 2.23 

SVR 97 36.1 41.1 7.1 .32 

KNN 2.1 1.3 5.6 .32 .71 

Table1. Performance Comparison between Data Mining Techniques 

 

5.0CONCLUSION:present paper addresses many software cost estimation methods on data mining 

techniques. The techniques considered are LR, ANN,SVR  and K-NN, that trained and tested instances are 

considered with these models. Aim of all works is to evaluated and compared with data mining methods with 

intermediate COCOMO for prediction accuracy.ANN and SVR techniques afford better answers in comparison 
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with other techniques. Review of results on testing data evince as that in most cases. ANN and SVR have great 

performance in comparison of COCOMO model. So, ANN SVR methods are more efficient than the LR and 

KNN models in training and testing the data. 
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